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ABSTRACT

and thus achieving higher network utilization and smaller average
buffer size than static rate-limiting policies. The feature that HFTraC works by only rate-limiting the routers’ interface and does not
change queuing management or routing strategy allows its compatibility with any standard AQM schemes [3, 7] and TE approaches
[2, 4]. The scheme of information exchanging among the routers
has an important effect on the responsiveness which determines the
system performance at the time-scale that we consider. Therefore
we further provide four different implementation architectures of
HFTraC, varying from completely centralized to completely decentralized, and evaluate the associated latency/performance tradeoff.

We propose high-frequency traffic control (HFTraC), a rate control scheme that coordinates the transmission rates and buffer utilizations in routers network-wide at fast timescale. HFTraC can
effectively deal with traffic demand fluctuation by utilizing available buffer space in routers network-wide, and therefore lead to
significant performance improvement in terms of tradeoff between
bandwidth utilization and queueing delay. We further note that the
performance limit of HFTraC is determined by the network architecture used to implement it. We provide trace-driven evaluation of the
performance of HFTraC implemented in the proposed architectures
that vary from fully centralized to completely decentralized.

2

We consider a network consisting of a set of switches V and a
set of directed links L . We let Lvin and Lvout denote the set of
incoming and outgoing links respectively for a switch v ∈ V . The
network is shared by a set I of source-destination (SD) pairs and
the traffic demand is denoted as di for SD pair i ∈ I . Let xli be
the arrival rate into the egress buffer associated with link l and
let fli be the transmission rate on link l due to SD pair i. Switch
i
v splits flows along outgoing links according to split ratios αl,v
P
i
satisfying l ∈ Lvout αl,v = 1 for each SD pair i that utilizes link l.
To capture the effect of traffic fluctuations, we model the demand
fluctuation ∆di (t ) at time t as ∆di (t ) = di (t ) − di∗ , where di∗ is the
average demand over a TE update interval. Similarly, the fluctuation
of arrival and transmission rates are given by ∆xli (t ) = xli (t ) −
(xli ) ∗ and ∆fli (t ) = fli (t ) − ( fli ) ∗ . The fluctuation of aggregated
arrival rate and transmission rate on link l are defined as ∆xl (t ) =
P
P
i
i
i ∈I ∆x l (t ) and ∆fl (t ) = i ∈I ∆fl (t ) respectively.
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DESIGN

INTRODUCTION

Due to the network dynamics induced by both varying traffic demand and resource supply, responsive approaches of network control that update network configurations at a fast timescale becomes
increasingly appealing. The goal of such approaches is to improve
resource utilization by reacting to network changes, rather than by
over provisioning with respect to its typical behavior. The emergence of Software-Defined Networking (SDN) [5] not only makes
it more feasible for network control and management technology
to operate at higher frequency, but also enables the flexibility of
their architecture design.
In this work, we propose high-frequency traffic control (HFTraC) that dynamically controls, at around RTT timescales, the
link service rate from in-network routers based on the information
exchange with each other including queue length and transmission rate. HFTraC targets at better utilizing available buffer space
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Link utilization

Figure 1: HFTraC Feedback Control System
We construct the feedback control system of HFTraC shown
in Fig 1. The control variables in the system are the changes of
service rate ∆ul (t ), and the control action is done by rate limiting
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link l to the dynamic service rate ul (t ) = ( fl ) ∗ + ∆ul (t ). The state
variables are the network state information including transmission rate fluctuations ∆fl (t ) and queue lengths bl (t ). The control
algorithm outputs the service rate change ∆ul (t ) for each link at
RTT timescales, taking the measurement of state variables as input.
The service rates under the dynamic control will in turn affect the
current network state.
We pose the discrete-time optimal control problem as:
min

limn→∞

∆ul (n)

P

l [E[∆fl (n)]

2

3

+ λl E[bl (n)]2 ]

bl (n + 1) = bl (n) + τ (∆xl (n) − ∆ul (n)),
∆fl (n + 1) = ∆ul (n),
P
∆xl (n) = i ∈I ∆xli (n),

s.t.


if l is edge link,
 ∆di (n)
∆xli (n) = 
i ∆f (n − n ) otherwise,
α i P
β
in
k
k
 l,v k ∈ Lv k
∆ul (n) = γl (Il (n)) for all l ∈ L.
The objective function is a weighted sum (specified by the weights
λl ≥ 0) of the variance in transmission rate and buffer length. τ is
the sampling interval satisfying τnk = δk for some integers nk . We
make the simplifying assumption that ∆fli (n) = ∆fl (n)βli where
(fli ) ∗
k ∗
k ∈I (f l )

βli := P

RESULTS

We here provide our trace-driven evaluation results of HFTraC on a
triangle topology with three nodes running Open vSwitch (OVS) [6].
Links between the switches have capacity of 30 Mbps, RTT of 20 ms
and buffer limit of 0.2 Mbits. There is one host node connecting
to each of the switch. Edge links that connects the switch and
host have larger capacity of 42 Mbps and buffer limit of 0.3 Mbits.
The real Internet traces are extracted from CAIDA anonymized
dataset [1] recorded with nanosecond scale timestamps. We replay
the trace data on the topology from a source host to a destination
host. Given by the routing solution to some TE method, 75% of the
traffic is transmitted on the shorter path with a single hop, and
25% is transmitted on the longer path with two hops. We choose a
sampling time of τ = 10 ms – hence, the control laws are updated
once every 10 ms.
We evaluate how the total loss rate and average queue length
change as maximum link utilization is increased in GOD, centralized, myopic and coordinated schemes and compare the performance with the standard FIFO scheme which is in fact static rate
limiting by link capacity. Fig. 2 shows that HFTraCs are able to
reduce packet loss by absorbing some of the traffic demand randomness into the buffers – not surprisingly, this in general leads to
slightly larger queue length when HFTraC is used. Thus we see that
HFTraC, regardless of architecture, effectively reduces the packet
loss rate especially when link utilization is over 85%.

. The service rate is constrained by Il (n), which is

the set of state information available to the algorithm taking the
control loop latency into account, i.e.
Il (n) := {(bk (n − nl k ))k ∈L , (∆fk (n − nl k ))k ∈L },
where nlk is taken to be the communication delay imposed on information exchange from link k to link l. The communication delays
vary in different architecture, thus driving us to the exploration of
architecture design. Here we define four candidate architectures
that range from completely centralized to fully decentralized.
The GOD architecture: The Globally Optimal Delay free (GOD)
architecture assumes that a logically and physically centralized
controller can instantaneously access global network states as well
as compute and execute control laws ∆ul for each router. It is clearly
not implementable in practice, but it represents a benchmark against
which all other architectures should be compared.
The centralized architecture: A logically and physically centralized controller makes control decisions. The control loop latency
is determined by n max = maxl ∈L nl k , the longest RTT from any
router to the centralized controller. It takes 12 n max for the controller
to collect complete network information and another 12 n max for the
router to receive the control decisions.
The coordinated architecture: The controller is logically and
physically distributed, with each local controller computing ∆ul
based on shared network state information. nl k are specified by the
delays of collecting network state information at router associated
with link l. The local control actions will be taken immediately once
being computed by the controller with the knowledge of timely
local information and delayed shared information.
The myopic architecture: This is a completely decentralized
architecture, in which local controllers compute their control laws
∆ul using local information only, i.e., the delays available to the
controller associated with link l satisfy nll = 0, nl k = ∞.
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Figure 2: Trace-driven evaluation of HFTraC.
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